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THE CONSTRUCTION OF EXTENSIBLE
POLYNOMIAL LATTICE RULES WITH SMALL

WEIGHTED STAR DISCREPANCY

JOSEF DICK

Abstract. In this paper we introduce a construction algorithm for extensible
polynomial lattice rules and we prove that the construction algorithm yields
generating vectors of polynomials which are optimal for a range of moduli cho-
sen in advance. The construction algorithm uses a sieve where the generating
vectors are extended by one coefficient in each component at each step and
where one keeps a certain number of good ones and discards the rest. We also
show that the construction can be done component by component.

1. Introduction

We are interested in approximating a high dimensional integral
∫
[0,1]s

F (x) dx

by a quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm QN,s(F ) = N−1
∑N−1

n=0 F (xn). The quadrature
points x0, . . . , xN−1 here are chosen deterministically with the aim of choosing
them in a way which allows us to make use of the smoothness properties of the
integrand. Indeed the Koksma-Hlawka inequality states (see [13, 18]) that

(1)

∣∣∣∣∣
∫

[0,1]s
F (x) dx − QN,s(F )

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ Vγ(f)D∗
N,γ ,

where Vγ(F ) denotes the weighted variation of F in the sense of Hardy and Krause
and where D∗

N,γ denotes the weighted star discrepancy of the points used in the
quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm QN,s. Here γ = (γj)j≥1 is a sequence of non-negative
real numbers called weights (see [18]). Let the discrepancy function ∆(α1, . . . , αs)
be given by

∆(α1, . . . , αs) =
AN (

∏s
i=1[0, αi))
N

− α1 · · ·αs,

where AN (E) denotes the number of indices n, 0 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, such that xn ∈ E.
For u ⊆ {1, . . . , s} let γu =

∏
j∈u γj , γ∅ = 1, |u| be the cardinality of u, and

for a vector z ∈ [0, 1)s let zu denote the vector in [0, 1)|u| containing only the
components of z whose indices are in u. Moreover we write (zu,1) for the vector
that we obtain by replacing all the components of z not in u by 1. Now for a point
set x0, . . . , xN−1 in [0, 1)s and a sequence γ = (γj)j≥1 of weights the weighted star
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discrepancy D∗
N,γ is given by

D∗
N,γ = D∗

N,γ(x0, . . . , xN−1) = sup
z∈[0,1)s

max
u⊆{1,...,s}

u �=∅

γu|∆(zu,1)|.

Hence by using quadrature points with small weighted star discrepancy one obtains
a quadrature rule which yields a small integration error as seen by (1).

The quadrature points which we consider in this paper are polynomial lattices
first introduced by Niederreiter in [12]; see also [10, 13]. Quasi-Monte Carlo rules
using polynomial lattices are called polynomial lattice rules. These rules are very
similar to lattice rules (see [13, 15]). A disadvantage of these types of rules used to
be that the number of quadrature points had to be fixed in advance and it was not
possible to extend the number of quadrature points so that the original point set
could be reused. Hickernell and Hong [6] introduced a way out by a modification
of lattice rules which can arbitrarily be extended in the number of quadrature
points such that the original quadrature points are reused. Such lattice rules are
called extensible lattice rules. The existence of such rules has been shown in [8].
Extensible polynomial lattice rules on the other hand have been introduced in [11]
and the existence of good extensible polynomial lattice rules was shown in [14].

As explicit constructions for (polynomial) lattice rules are only known in two
dimensions, computer search algorithms have been employed to find good (polyno-
mial) lattice rules; see [2, 3, 4, 16, 17] and the references therein. For extensible
(polynomial) lattice rules not even search algorithms are known which are guar-
anteed to produce a desired extensible (polynomial) lattice rule. Although some
search algorithms have been used to find extensible lattice rules [1, 7], no proof
that those algorithms will work has been provided. In this paper we fill this gap for
polynomial lattice rules (a similar algorithm for lattice rules is considered in [5]).
Our algorithm here uses a sieve to find an extensible polynomial lattice rule which
works well for a whole range of moduli; see Section 3. We also show that this con-
struction method can be combined with a component-by-component construction
method (see [16, 17]) to speed up the construction; see Section 4.

2. Preliminaries

We give the definition of polynomial lattice rules in the following.

2.1. Polynomial lattice rules. Let p be a prime number, let Zp = {0, . . . , p− 1}
denote the finite field of order p, Zp[x] the set of all polynomials over Zp and
let Zp((x−1)) be the field of formal Laurent series over Zp, i.e. the elements of
Zp((x−1)) are of the form

L =
∞∑

l=w

tlx
−l,

where w is an arbitrary integer and all tl ∈ Zp. Note that Zp((x−1)) contains the
field of rational functions over Zp as a subfield.

We now define a mapping ν
(m)
p : Zp((x−1)) → [0, 1) by

ν(m)
p

( ∞∑
l=w

tlx
−l

)
=

m∑
l=max(1,w)

tlp
−l,

where all tl ∈ Zp.
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With the above notation we can now introduce polynomial lattices. For a given
dimension s ≥ 1 choose f ∈ Zp[x] with deg(f) = m ≥ 1 and let g = (g1, . . . , gs) ∈
Z

s
p[x]. Then the polynomial lattice P (g, f) is given by(

ν(m)
p

(
ng1

f

)
, . . . , ν(m)

p

(
ngs

f

))
∈ [0, 1)s,

where n runs through all polynomials in Zp[x] with degree smaller than m. A
quasi-Monte Carlo rule using the point set P (g, f) as quadrature points is called a
polynomial lattice rule.

Such rules have spurred recent interest, as they have been shown to have very
similar properties to ordinary lattice rules (see [3]) and have thus been established
as a true alternative to ordinary lattice rules (for a definition of ordinary lattice
rules see [13, 15]).

2.2. Extensible polynomial lattice rules. We now follow [14] in the definition of
extensible polynomial lattices. We call a sequence F = (fk)k≥1 of polynomials from
Zp[x] a divisibility chain in Zp[x] if fk divides fk+1 and 1 ≤ deg(fk) < deg(fk+1)
for all k ≥ 1.

With a given divisibility chain F we now associate the set YF of all F -adic
polynomials. That is, YF is the set of all formal sums

A =
∞∑

k=0

akfk

with f0 = 1, ak ∈ Zp[x] and deg(ak) < deg(fk+1/fk) for all k ≥ 0. Note that if
ak = 0 for all sufficiently large k, then A is just a polynomial in Zp[x] and thus
Zp[x] ⊆ YF . Subsequently we will call the polynomials ak the coefficients of A or
simply coefficients.

Note that by taking the residue ring of all elements of YF taken modulo fk

for k ≥ 1 we obtain all polynomials in Zp[x] with degree smaller than deg(fk).
Throughout the paper we will use the following notation: let G = (G1, . . . , Gs) ∈
Y s

F ; then by gk we denote the vector obtained by gk ≡ G (mod fk) for k ≥ 1, i.e.,
gk = (g1,k, . . . , gs,k) with gj,k ≡ Gj (mod fk) and where deg(gj,k) < deg(fk) for all
1 ≤ j ≤ s and all k ≥ 1. An analogous notation is used for G∗ and G∗.

Thus for a given divisibility chain F and a generating vector G ∈ Y s
F we obtain

for each k ≥ 1 a polynomial lattice P (gk, fk) such that

P (gk, fk) ⊆ P (gk+1, fk+1) for all k ≥ 1,

where for each k ≥ 1 the set P (gk, fk) is a polynomial lattice. Finally, the set

P (G, F ) =
∞⋃

k=1

P (gk, fk)

is called an extensible polynomial lattice. A sequence of quadrature rules Qpdeg(fk),s,
where Qpdeg(fk),s uses P (gk, fk) as quadrature points, is called an extensible poly-
nomial lattice rule.

In the following we will introduce, with some restrictions, a construction algo-
rithm for extensible polynomial lattice rules. First, the range of moduli for which
we want to construct an extensible polynomial lattice rule has to be chosen in
advance. That is, choose m < n ∈ N. Then for k = m + 1, . . . , n we construct
polynomial lattices P (gk, fk) such that P (gm+1, fm+1) ⊆ · · · ⊆ P (gn, fn). Though
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the construction algorithm below would also work in a more general setting we will
in the following assume that fk = fk, where f is an irreducible polynomial in Zp[x]
(for example f(x) = x would be a possible choice). This simplifies the notation
somewhat. The number of points in P (gk, fk) is in this case given by pk deg(f).
(Note that as we only deal with finitely extensible polynomial lattice rules it would
actually be enough to replace the set YF with Zp[x], as we only need to consider
polynomials of finite degree.)

We now define a measure on the set of all nonzero polynomials in YF which are
not divisible by f . Let this set be denoted by Y ∗

F . Let VF,l denote the subset of
Y ∗

F of all F -adic polynomials A =
∑∞

k=0 akfk for which the first l ≥ 1 coefficients
a0, . . . , al−1 are prescribed. Then we set µF (VF,l) = (pdeg(f) − 1)−1p−(l−1) deg(f).
Now let µ

(s)
F denote the product measure on Y ∗s

F induced by µF .

2.3. A quality measure for polynomial lattice rules. Let Hp,m = {h ∈ Zp[x] :
deg(h) < m} and for g ∈ (Zp[x])s and f ∈ Zp with deg(f) ≥ 1 define

Rpk deg(f),s,γ(g, fk) =
∑

h∈Hs
p,k deg(f)\{0}

h·g≡0 ( mod fk)

s∏
j=1

rp,γj
(hj),

where h = (h1, . . . , hs), rp,γ(0) = 1 + γ and rp,γ(h) = γp−κ−1 sin−2(h(κ)π/p) for
h(x) = h(0) + h(1)x + · · · + h(κ)xκ with h(κ) �= 0. Note that Rpk deg(f),s,γ can be
computed in O(pk deg(f)s) operations as shown in [4] and can thus be used for
computer search algorithms; see [2, 4].

From [4, Proposition 2.1] we obtain that the star discrepancy of a polynomial
lattice P (g, fk) is bounded by

(2) D∗
pk deg(f),γ(P (g, fk)) ≤

∑
u⊆{1,...,s}

u�=∅

γu(1−(1−p−k deg(f))|u|)+Rpk deg(f),s,γ(g, fk).

Thus Rpk deg(f),s,γ can be used as a suitable quality measure for polynomial lattices.
Note that the contribution of the first sum in (2) is negligible, as it converges faster
than Rpk deg(f),s,γ ; see [9].

For a polynomial f ∈ Zp[x] with deg(f) ≥ 1 now let H∗
p,k deg(f)(f

k) = {h ∈
Hp,k deg(f) : gcd(h, f) = 1}. From [2, Theorem 2] (see also [13, Theorem 4.43]) we
obtain that for any k ≥ 1 we have

1
(pdeg(f) − 1)sps(k−1) deg(f)

∑
g∈(H∗

p,k deg(f)(f
k))s

Rpk deg(f),s,γ(g, fk)

≤ p−k deg(f)
s∏

j=1

(
1 + γj

(
1 + (k + 1) deg(f)

p2 − 1
3p

))
.(3)

For any integer k ≥ 1 and real numbers c ≥ 1 now let

Cs,pk deg(f)(c) = {G ∈ Y ∗s
F : Rpk deg(f),s,γ(gk, fk) ≤ c∆(Rpk deg(f),s,γ)},

where ∆(Rpk deg(f),s,γ) is the bound from (3) and gk ≡ G (modfk). Then, as
Rpk deg(f),s,γ is non-negative, Markov’s inequality implies the following result.
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Theorem 1. Let f ∈ Zp[x] be irreducible. Then for all integers k ≥ 1 and real
numbers c ≥ 1 we have

µ
(s)
F (Cs,pk deg(f)(c)) > 1 − c−1.

3. The sieve principle

We now want to construct polynomial lattice rules which work well for several
choices of k. Let p(m+1) deg(f) be the lowest number of points and pn deg(f) the
largest number of points in which we are interested, i.e., m < n. Then for each
k = m + 1, . . . , n we can define a set Cs,pk deg(f)(c). In order to obtain a generating
vector which works well for all choices of k = m + 1, . . . , n we need to show that
the intersection

⋂n
k=m+1 Cs,pk deg(f)(c) is not empty, or equivalently, has measure

greater than 0. To this end choose 0 < cm+1, . . . , cn < 1. Then we have

µ
(s)
F

(
n⋂

k=m+1

Cs,pk deg(f)(ck)

)
≥ 1 − µ

(s)
F

(
n⋃

k=m+1

C′
s,pk deg(f)(ck)

)

≥ 1 −
n∑

k=m+1

µ
(s)
F (C′

s,pk deg(f)(ck))

> 1 −
n∑

k=m+1

c−1
k ,

where C′
s,pk deg(f)(c) stands for the complement of Cs,pk deg(f)(c), i.e., C′

s,pk deg(f)(c) =
Y ∗s

F \ Cs,pk deg(f)(c). Thus by choosing cm+1, . . . , cn such that
n∑

k=m+1

c−1
k ≤ 1

it follows that the measure of
⋂n

k=m+1 Cs,pk deg(f)(ck) is greater than 0 and hence
this set is not empty, which implies that there is a generating vector which works
well for all m < k ≤ n. For example choosing all ck = n − m would be a possible
choice.

A straightforward algorithm would now find sets Cs,pk deg(f)(ck) for all k = m +
1, . . . , n and then search for a vector which lies in all of those sets. Note that for a
vector G in a set Cs,pk deg(f)(c) only the first k coefficients in each coordinate matter,
i.e., for any other vector L ∈ Y ∗s

F with L ≡ G (mod fk) we have Rpk deg(f),s(L) =
Rpk deg(f),s(G), hence there is only a finite set of relevant coefficients for each vector
in Cs,pk deg(f)(c) and the remaining coefficients can be chosen arbitrarily. On the
other hand the number of vectors in Cs,pk deg(f)(c) is of course infinite.

3.1. The Sieve Algorithm. Let us now start with k = m + 1. Then we use com-
puter search to find (1−c−1

m+1)p
s(m+1)deg(f) vectors which satisfy the desired bound.

Next we want to find vectors which are in the intersection Cs,p(m+1) deg(f)(cm+1) ∩
Cs,p(m+2) deg(f)(cm+2). As the vectors now also need to lie in Cs,p(m+1) deg(f)(cm+1)
we only need to extend the vectors from the previous search by one new coeffi-
cient in each coordinate. Out of those newly obtained vectors we keep at least
	(1 − c−1

m+1 − c−1
m+2)p

s(m+1)deg(f) + 1
 new vectors which satisfy the desired bound
and discard the rest of them. The existence of a sufficient number of good gener-
ating vectors is secured by the above arguments.
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We continue this way, always adding coefficients to the remaining set of vectors
which are left over from the previous step until we finally obtain a vector which lies
in the set

⋂n
k=m+1 Cs,pk deg(f)(ck).

3.2. An upper bound on Rpk deg(f),s,γ for vectors found by the Sieve Algo-
rithm. The following theorem is now implied by the observations above.

Theorem 2. Let m < n ∈ N. Let g∗ ∈ Y ∗s
F be constructed by the Sieve Algorithm.

Then for all k = m + 1, . . . , n we have

Rpk deg(f),s,γ(g∗) ≤ ck ∆(Rpk deg(f),s,γ).

Using the Sieve Algorithm based on Rpm,s,γ we can now obtain polynomial
lattices with small star discrepancy as implied by (2) and Theorem 2. Note that
strong tractability results, i.e., an upper bound on the worst-case error which is
independent of the dimension, can be obtained if

∑∞
j=1 γj < ∞; see [2, 4].

4. A component-by-component Sieve Algorithm

In this section we show that polynomial lattice rules can also be constructed
component-by-component, a method first introduced in [17] and further considered
in [16]. The main advantage is that this algorithm is much faster, as the size of the
search space is drastically reduced.

Before we can introduce this algorithm we need some further details. First note
that for given d ≥ 1 and G1, . . . , Gd ∈ Y ∗

F we can write

Rpk deg(f),d,γ(gk, fk) = (1 + γd)Rpk deg(f),d−1,γ((g1,k, . . . , gd−1,k), fk)

+Spk deg(f),d,γ((g1,k, . . . , gd−1,k, gd,k), fk),(4)

where

Spk deg(f),d,γ((g1,k, . . . , gd−1,k, gd,k), fk)

=
∑

hd∈Hp,k deg(f)\{0}

∑
h∈H

d−1
p,k deg(f)

(h,hd)·gk≡0 ( mod fk)

d∏
j=1

rp,γj
(hj).

From the proof of [2, Theorem 2] we obtain that for any k ≥ 1, d ≥ 2 and fixed
G∗

1, . . . , G
∗
d−1 ∈ Y ∗

F we have

1
(pdeg(f) − 1)p(k−1) deg(f)

∑
g∈H∗

p,k deg(f)(f
k)

Spk deg(f),d,γ((g∗1,k, . . . , g∗d−1,k, g), fk)

≤ p−k deg(f)γd deg(f)(k + 1)
p2 − 1

3p

d−1∏
j=1

(
1 + γj

(
1 + k deg(f)

p2 − 1
3p

))
.(5)

For d ≥ 2 and given G1, . . . , Gd−1 ∈ Y ∗
F now let

Dd,pk deg(f)((G1, . . . , Gd−1), c)

= {Gd ∈ Y ∗
F : Spk deg(f),d,γ((g1,k, . . . , gd−1,k, gd,k), fk) ≤ c∆(Spk deg(f),d,γ)},

where ∆(Spk deg(f),d,γ) denotes the bound in (5).
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4.1. The Component-by-Component Sieve Algorithm. The Component-by-
Component Sieve Algorithm now works the following way. Again choose m and n
as for the Sieve Algorithm. We start with dimension s = 1. As we assumed that
f is irreducible we may without loss of generality choose G∗

1 = 1. This is because
in dimension s = 1 any polynomial G1 which is not divisible by f yields the same
polynomial lattice. Note that in this case it follows that Rpk deg(f),1,γ((g∗1,k), fk) =
0. Now with G∗

1 = 1 fixed we seek the next coordinate G2, but here we can
just employ the Sieve Algorithm of the previous section where G∗

1 is fixed and
the sets C2,pk deg(f)(ck) are replaced by D2,pk deg(f)((G∗

1), c), and the quality mea-
sure Rpk deg(f),2,γ(gk, fk) replaced by Spk deg(f),2,γ((g∗1,k), fk). Note that the lat-
ter can be computed using the identity (4). This way we obtain a vector G∗

2

which lies in the set
⋂n

k=m+1 D2,pk deg(f)((G∗
1), ck). Now with G∗

1, G
∗
2 fixed, us-

ing the Sieve Algorithm again, we can now obtain a vector G∗
3 which lies in the

set
⋂n

k=m+1 D3,pk deg(f)((G∗
1, G

∗
2), ck). In general, for d = 2, . . . , s we can use the

Sieve Algorithm to obtain numbers G∗
d which lie in the intersection of the sets

Dd−1,pk deg(f)((G∗
1, . . . , G

∗
d−1), ck). The construction cost is now much reduced be-

cause the size of the set Dd−1,pk deg(f)((G∗
1, . . . , G

∗
d−1), ck) is much smaller compared

to the size of Cs,pk deg(f)(ck).

4.2. An upper bound on Rpk deg(f),s,γ for vectors found by the Component-
by-Component Sieve Algorithm. The following theorem is now implied by the
construction of the vector G∗ = (G∗

1, . . . , G
∗
s).

Theorem 3. Let m < n ∈ N. Let G∗ ∈ Y ∗s
F be constructed by the Component-by-

Component Sieve Algorithm. Then for all k = m + 1, . . . , n we have

Rpk deg(f),s,γ(G∗, fk) ≤ ck ∆(Rpk deg(f),s,γ).

Using the Component-by-Component Sieve Algorithm based on Rpm,s,γ we can
now obtain polynomial lattices with small star discrepancy as implied by (2) and
Theorem 3. Note that strong tractability results, i.e., an upper bound on the worst-
case error which is independent of the dimension, can be obtained if

∑∞
j=1 γj < ∞;

see [2, 4].

5. Some generalizations and observations

Note that if we choose the ck’s such that
∑n

k=m+1 c−1
k < 1 one can continue the

(Component-by-Component) Sieve Algorithm at a later stage if necessary. Further
it is clear from the (Component-by-Component) Sieve Algorithm that one does not
necessarily have to increase the number of points by a factor of pdeg(f) in each step.
Because of the probabilistic arguments involved one can actually choose arbitrary
powers of pdeg(f). (Note that the smallest possible value of pdeg(f) is 2, which is for
example obtained by choosing p = 2 and f(x) = x.) Hence we do not need to let k
run from m + 1 to n, but we could choose a finite subset K ⊂ N and construct a
generating vector which works well for all choices k in K.

A simple way of choosing the values of ck would be ck = n − m for all k = m +
1, . . . , n. On the other hand this might give a suboptimal bound for small k. Hence
one strategy of choosing ck would be to obtain a balance of the bound in Theorem 2
across all choices of k. Further note that the (Component-by-Component) Sieve
Algorithm does not necessarily have to start with the smallest value of k, but can
start at any value k ∈ K. In order to speed up the algorithm it would of course
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be advantageous to order the values of k ∈ K such that the number of vectors
which one needs to consider in the (Component-by-Component) Sieve Algorithm is
minimized.

Using the fact that there are different generating vectors which yield the same
polynomial lattice rule, the number of generating vectors in the (Component-by-
Component) Sieve Algorithm can be reduced even further which will make the
construction faster.
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